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I. Hortus Inconclusus: A Story
“I consider lace to be one of the prettiest imitations ever made of the fantasy of nature;
lace always evokes for me those incomparable designs which the branches and leaves
of trees embroider across the sky, and I do not think that any invention of the human
spirit could have a more graceful or precise origin.” – Coco Chanel
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…..
She sits waiting in the kitchen, the roast is almost done. The mirrored walls of the
room make the space feel infinite, but she knows it is just an illusion. Most of the time,
she lets herself get lost in the monotony of it all; it helps to pass the time. But every
so often, she notices a glimmer – a spark – of hope. Today it surges through her as the
midmorning light catches one of the many facets of the crystal dinnerware. A disco ball
effect shimmers across the dance floor of this domestic sublime.
The kitchen table was arresting; it would instantly captivate any visitor to their home.
It was his table, a family heirloom, passed down through the generations. And how he
revered this table. She never fully understood his deep affection for this table, although
she had to admit, it was stunning. It was a Lalique-esque table – its base an aquarium
where crystal fish appeared frozen while trying to swim around the eight crystal clear
leaves of a giant cactus. Each meal held up by the limbs of nature. Since the day they
married, he has insisted that this table be adorned each evening with a centerpiece worthy of such a table. Besides the fragrant flowers and the cornucopia of fresh fruits, he
was insistent that certain objects must always be nestled somewhere within the nightly
centerpiece display. By six o’clock each evening, she has the table prepared with a
home cooked meal and the centerpiece set just so.
One day, as she was going about her daily duties – washing, rinsing, repeating – she had
just finished polishing the dinnerware, and was delicately dusting and wiping down the
glass table. She knew her job was done properly when she could see her own reflection in its lustrous glass. This always both amused and saddened her – her own empty
visage staring back at her, trapped beneath this thick pane of glass. But today was different. Alongside her reflection, she noticed a faint flicker. What was it exactly? She
rapped gently on the glass. Another quick glimmer, then stillness.
She cupped her hands up against the glass and lowered her face to see. She realized that
she was now nose to nose with an eel, gracefully writhing, glistening, inviting her to
come closer. And so she did, rapt, seduced, certain she needed to know what was on the
other side. She darted to their garage and began rummaging through his toolbox. Once
she found his hammer, she ran back to the kitchen and leapt atop the table. Holding
her breath, she raised the hammer above her head, and with one staccato ‘bang,’ she
had cracked the glass. The center of the table opened up, and with a massive whoosh,
she and everything around her was sucked into its vortex. Falling, twisting, turning,
swirling, twirling, whirling, spiraling, dipping, dunking, plunging, falling some more,
for how long she couldn’t be sure. A tunnel of light and color, familiar items from her
kitchen, utensils and napkins, all warped and a blur from her incredible velocity. The
verticality of her fall was now changing, evolving, crystallizing into a wooded land6

scape – fork tines morphing into the slender trees of a dense forest.
With a soft thud, she landed. No, she was not scared, but she couldn’t help but wonder
if this portal was an escape at last, or a further trap? Or perhaps somehow both? Before
she could get too deeply lost in this thought, she knew she must continue exploring.
This forest was lush, with greens as vivid as she has ever seen before. The earth was
verdant, velveteen, exquisite – fully alive. She could feel the warmth of the sunshine
as it caressed her skin through the embroidery of the branches and leaves. She heard
a noise behind her and quickly turned. Maybe it was because of the dizzying fall, but
as she jolted her head around to see, she experienced a lag in her vision accompanied
by a chromatic haloing of everything around her. The trees momentarily dissolved into
millions of pixels, her own hand doubled before her eyes. Like a digitized afterimage,
the sunlight trailed, streaked, burned across her retina. As her vision normalized, she
continued on in the direction of the sound.
Now the sound of distant voices was getting louder, until she finally came to a clearing
in the woods. Here, about half a dozen women, similar in age to her, were blissfully
basking in the sun, feasting on the fruits of the forest, reveling in their apparent freedom. Although they seemed happy, ecstatic even, it was as if each woman existed completely unaware that there were other women surrounding her. Each living in a bubble
of delusion. It seemed that some women had been there longer than others, as each
were subject to varying degrees of overgrowth – the ones that had arrived fairly recently only had hints of moss growing up their legs. But the others, perhaps they had been
there years, were sprouting, branching, and budding; taken over by green and growing
organisms, inhabited by epiphytes and lichens, like the trunks of fallen trees. One woman was even blinded by an unruly protrusion of fiddlehead ferns, which emerged from
her eye sockets in slowly unraveling spirals.
She understood it immediately – each of these women was one of his past wives, and
this “paradise” most certainly wasn’t an escape. Each woman had been relegated to this
world, punished for her curiosity. It was obvious to her that her husband had come to
learn that for each of his wives, wonder inevitably led to the desire to wander, and this
was not something he would accept. So he designed a trap, using their wonder against
them, banishing them for wandering thoughts.
She needed to be free. These women needed to be set free. For as magical and idyllic
as this new world seemed to be, it was not her world, they were still under his control.
But how? In that moment, she looked up. What she saw surprised her, for it was not
the vast open sky, but rather it was the underside of her own kitchen table. The upward
view of her table, pleasantly set, replete with crystal dinnerware, wine-filled stemware,
and an ornate centerpiece dripping with pearls, was familiar yet distant. All evidence of
the cracked glass was gone; it had fixed itself creating a hermetic seal that removed the
possibility of escape for her or any of the other women.
Those pearls. She reached for her neck; they were gone. Her pearl necklace was the
newest addition to his centerpiece, a memento for him to remember her by? No, more
likely a trophy added to his collection. This necklace held great sentimental value for
her; it was her great-grandmother’s and one day, she hoped, it would be a gift for her
own daughter. She was frightened but could not let him win. First, she had to make the
other women see – see that they had been deceived, see that they were trapped, see that
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they could prevail, see that they had each other. To see, they too needed to look up. Just
as her pearls had been taken from her to adorn his cherished centerpiece, she knew that
each of these women must have also been missing an important piece of themselves.
All they had to do was see the centerpiece and they too would understand; they would
finally share her rage and frustration.
Now all she had to do was figure out how to get back to the other side of the glass. It’s
just glass, she thought, we just have to figure out how to shatter it. Working together,
she and the other women climbed onto each other’s shoulders, seven women high, and
took the slingshot that they had crafted, and began shooting rocks into the glass. Not
even a miniscule crack. Then, they tried finding the tallest, pointiest tree and together
used it to pierce the glass. Nothing. Next, in their shrillest voices, the women belted out
an operatic high A note, in an attempt of vocal destruction of the glass. A good thought,
but still nothing. Most of the women felt dejected at this point, but she would not give
up. There must be a way.
She then remembered how this all began. Nose to nose with that eel. Of course, it was
the eels that could seamlessly traverse between the worlds. All they had to do was
become eels and they could effortlessly cross through to the other side. She followed
the sounds of the rushing water to find the river flowing through the heart of the forest.
On the sandy bottom, there were the eels. She undressed, dove in, and began closely
observing, mimicking each subtle, floating, jerk-like movement of the eel’s body as it
swayed in and out of the wild grasses. She swiftly learned their sinuous patterns of undulatory locomotion, and encouraged the other women to join in. Together, once they
got the hang of it, they levitated up out of the water and floated up to the glass ceiling.
With momentum escalating as they rose, they did not hesitate for a moment as they
reached the divide, and just like that, they were out.
The clock read 3:47pm. It surprised her that it had only been a few hours that she
was down there. Her husband would be home soon. They had time, but it would be
close. The women gathered to iron out their plan, and then hurriedly got to work. Each
woman would adorn a different disguise, invisibly blending into the home, until they
were ready to act. Two women would wear masks of crystal plates, one woman would
become a crystal serving platter, and another a crystal candelabra. (For what is a romantic dinner without some good mood lighting.) Two of the women would hide in the
centerpiece. Tonight, the centerpiece would be unlike anything he had ever seen – more
abundant, more lush, more bountiful. She would arrange this centerpiece to highlight
the most exotic flowers, which would really be the women in hiding. Once they were
physically assimilated with their surrounding kitchen, their vulnerable bodies pulsed
with nervousness, unsure if their plan would work. The Plates cozied up next to the
mint green lace napkins on the table, trying to concentrate instead on the delicate fabric’s intricate doily-like patterns to calm their nerves. And as for her, she would greet
her husband as usual upon his return; he could not think that tonight was different from
any other night.
The keys jingled at the door. He was home. The women froze in their places, maintaining perfect composure. She greeted him at the door. The roast smelled good. He took
his usual seat at the table, and as she prepared his dinner plate, she noticed him staring at the centerpiece, definitely charmed, perhaps even awestruck. A sly smile came
across her face, which she quickly concealed. She served him his meal, and sat down
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with hers, and together they began to eat. As usual, she looked out their West-facing
window, watching as the sun was starting to set – most nights finding solace in acknowledging another day’s work done. She looked left at her husband; his eyes had not
yet left the centerpiece. He was utterly captivated by its beauty. Now, as the sun was
shining strongly into the kitchen, each of the women ornamented with crystal began to
slowly enact their choreographed revenge. The Plates, the Platter, and the Candelabra
all tiptoed, as not to draw his attention, until they formed a line with the sun’s evening
glare – a perfect syzygy. In synchrony, they each oscillated until they could focus the
sun’s refracted light on the adjacent curtains. With a sudden spark, the curtains caught
fire. Grey smoke softly billowed up through the fabric. Once it started, the fire grew
quickly and furiously. He was transfixed all the while and did not notice what was
happening around him. She excused herself from the dinner table, and then along with
the other women, they each reclaimed their missing pieces from the centerpiece, and
ran as fast as they could out of the house. Only once the centerpiece women left their
hiding spots did he realize what had happened. But at this point, it was too late. All
of the women safely escaped and locked the door behind them, leaving their husband
inside to burn.
The women stood watching as it all burnt to ashes. The flames danced wild and uninhibited. The fire was roaring, illuminating, until any remaining structure of the home
yielded to the heat of the ever-growing flames. She couldn’t help but admire the flames
– confidently finding their way through the open spaces. Once it was all done and the
embers were beginning to settle, the women noticed that there was something there.
The women approached cautiously.
There, in the center of the now empty lot, was the strangest, most captivating and
incredibly beautiful object. It was a transparent conglomerate, although now barely
recognizable, they realized that this once was his precious table. Slumped and melted, the table now an amorphous glass form, had trapped within it evidence from both
worlds. Fossilized utensils and floral arrangements, insects and eels. And as they looked
closer, they saw, clear as crystal, embedded within the glass, a few hairs from his unmistakable, silvery blue beard.
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II. Abstract
At the center of all human life is the idea of ‘home’, and although this notion has persisted across time,
the specific ideas and meaning of that word have changed significantly across the millennia. We are now in an
unprecedented time of rapid change and social, economic and political upheaval, and from where we stand now,
it is important to explore what ‘home’ means to us today, at both the individual and collective level.
The domestic space of the home, and the rooms within, represent a politicized site vis-à-vis gender, and
these gender dichotomies are perhaps most prevalent in the kitchen and dining room. My studio practice centers around food – both its production and consumption, as well as the domestic spaces dedicated to food. Food
is a powerful indicator and tool used to define who we are culturally, socially, economically, and politically.
Surrounding the food we eat, there exists a web of interdependence between other people, animals, technology,
industry, and economy. This web has been a rich subject for artists to explore and unpack throughout the years.
American performance artist Linda Montana wrote in a 1981 issue of High Performance magazine that engagement with food manifests as “political statement, as conceptual device, as life principle, as sculptural material,
for nurturance and ritual, for props and irony, as a scare tactic, in autobiography, as feminist statement, in humor, for survival.” Drawing on the long lineage of feminist artists who have investigated the semiotic potential
of food and dining, I bring a critical self-awareness to the domestic space to appropriate, reclaim, and empower
objects and symbols that have long been perceived as oppressive and confining for women.
The idea of femininity provides artists with access to a large visual vocabulary, and thus provides us
with the opportunity to blur the lines between the formal stereotypes. These aesthetics of femininity also provide artists with space for creative new interpretations of harmful past preconceptions. I comment on the costs
and implications of emotional labor, especially as they relate to the performance of femininity. My work extends
to themes of the body as spectacle, performativity in personal and social relationships, and the tension between
agency and expectation within contexts of intimacy and love. Through painting, video, and performance, I
create visual narratives that disrupt restrictive ideas of gender, social identity, and femininity, and I strive for an
elusiveness that defies the social categories that threaten to limit women. I question how visual disorientation
of the domestic space, or domestic disorientation, works to unmoor and destabilize ingrained assumptions that
have been historically limiting or debilitating for women.
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III. “To eat, to drink, to piss, to shit, to suck, to fuck”
In his book Chromaphobia, Scottish artist and writer David Batchelor discusses our fear of corruption
and contamination through color, and thus, our obsession with white. Batchelor expands this notion to describe
the ideal form – that which is entirely “cleared of any evidence of the grotesque embarrassments of an actual
life.”1. However, in reality, the demands of the body cannot be confined nor concealed. Despite societal and
cultural attempts to channel our urges and desires, we inevitably enter the realm of the grotesque through our
body’s needs – to eat, to drink, to piss, to shit, to suck, to fuck.
From the moment we are born, social conventions are inculcated within us to channel our most forbidden desires, temper our most grotesque urges, and to sate our most lascivious appetites. Among the societal
norms and conventions to which we are expected to subscribe in order to be polite, productive members of
society are potty training (to control excrement), proper mealtime manners and etiquette (to consume politely),
and marriage (to direct and restrict expressions of sexual desire).2 In essence, these customs are set in place to
ensure that our bodies excrete, consume and copulate in the right way, at the right times, and with the right people. However, there are significant gender-specific differences in societal tolerance for transgressions relating to
these prescribed mores. Despite advances in recent years, women are expected more than men to be well-mannered, demure, prim and proper – in other words, to be lady-like.
The three aforementioned conventions are each associated with specific corresponding domestic sites –
the bathroom, the kitchen/dining room, and the bedroom, respectively. Each of these rooms represents a politicized site within the home vis-à-vis gender. Gender dichotomies are perhaps most prevalent in the kitchen and
dining room. These two rooms centering around food – both its production and consumption – have historically
been symbolic chambers of female domestic oppression and confinement. Women’s roles have been shaped and
defined by the principles and practices of consuming and preparing food. Not only does kitchen culture serve
to pass down traditions, skills, and family recipes from generation to generation, but it also teaches women
and girls to behave like “correctly” gendered beings. In turn, these practices work to further encode this gender
trap.3 Explicitly and implicitly, food has the ability to convey powerful gender-coded messages that have an
impact on our society and can both highlight and reinforce cultural constructions of femininity.
The aphorism “the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach” was coined by the mid-19th century
American novelist and humorist Fanny Fern. The cultural sentiment surrounding this age-old maxim still persists today, insisting that a woman must be adept in the kitchen to win a man’s affections. This conflation of
a woman’s domesticity and her womanly virtue can be seen everywhere – from advertisements and product
packaging, to cooking shows and cookbooks, to movies and television shows. Representations of food in media
work to reinforce gender stereotypes and promote gendered messages. Although we theoretically have come a
long way from the notion that a woman’s place is in the domestic kitchen, it is evident that this notion not only
lingers, but is continuously bolstered.

1
2
3

Batchelor, David. “Whitescapes.” Chromaphobia. London: Reaktion, 2000. 19. Print.
Mikhail Bakhtin. Rabelais and His World. (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1984).
Sherrie Inness. Kitchen Culture in America: Popular Representations of Food, Gender, and
Race (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001).
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IV. MediaScape: “Everyone has to have a little bit of hootchy”
In her article “Why Are There No Great Women Chefs?” author Charlotte Druckman observes that, in
today’s media sphere, women are invariably seen as cooks; men, however, are recognized as chefs. The slight
but significant gender associations with each of these terms are reflective of larger societal issues.4 Network
cooking shows are often exploitative in that they conflate food and cooking with female sexuality. Although
women and men have near equal air time on food television, more often than not, gender representations reinforce traditional gender roles. The issue lies in the portrayal of female chefs as pretty faces preparing casual
meals for families and friends. This is in stark contrast to the men who are presented as serious chefs, competitors, and adventurers.5
“These men are fearless mavericks, the women – domesticated goddesses,” according to Druckman.6
Even an article in The New York Times in 2007, titled “Frump-Free Cooking: The Look That Sizzles,” noticed
the V-neck as a trend for televised female personalities. “Everyone has to have a little bit of hootchy… but the
trick is not to have it go too far, because if it becomes too overly sexual, issues of hygiene come into play.”7 The
frumpy look of Julia Child and Betty Crocker is replaced by a new look of “sexy meets utilitarian” – cleavage
as the perfect “antidote to the dowdiness of the aprons and the prudish crewneck.”8
In a society that is increasingly food conscious, there are increasingly judgmental attitudes towards those
who cook and eat “wrong.” Sandra Lee is an American television chef who is most well known for her show
Semi-Homemade. Her show features recipes that include 70% pre-packaged products and 30% fresh ingredients.
Although this show is over the top in many ways (replete with flagrantly decorated “tablescapes” to match Lee’s
outfits), its simple premise is indicative of the pressure for women today to do it all – to have a career and a
family, to be both a successful professional and a sexy housewife. Author and journalist Emily Matchar examines some of the reviews left on Amazon.com for Lee’s cookbook series. One review reads:
To me, the joy of cooking is having time to enjoy a meal with my family and then using
the time I saved to help my kids with their homework… If that makes my lifestyle “sad,” so be it. I’m a
single working mom, not a food writer.
Matchar notes that the women in these reviews often sound defensive, as if they are trying to wrangle with the
difficulties of the 21st century work-life balance.9 Chefs such as Lee, who champion convenience over the gourmet, are berated online as lazy and remiss. These prevailing sentiments represent the unjust expectations placed
on women today.
Matchar has coined the term “New Domesticity,” which she describes as “the embrace of the domestic in the service of environmentalism, DIY culture, personal fulfillment.”10 In her book, Homeward Bound,
Matchar dissects this concept as it relates to the word ‘feminism.’ Some “new domestics” think feminism isn’t
only about being in the workplace, but rather its about the ability to choose not to be in it. “It’s about reclaiming
for the hipster set what used to be symbols of drudgery, such as the apron.”11 While some blame feminism for
compromising the integrity of family life and demeaning the home arts, others claim that this new domesticity
isn’t feminism at all, but instead a rebranded way of oppressing women.12
4
5
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Charlotte Druckman. “Why Are There No Great Women Chefs?” Gastronomica 10, no. 1 (2010): 24-31.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Louie, Elaine. “Frump-Free Cooking: The Look That Sizzles.” The New York Times. June 27,
2007. https://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/27/dining/27scoo.html.
Ibid.
Emily Matchar. “The First Sandra Lee: Poppy Cannon and Her Can-Opener Cuisine.” The
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“From left, Sandra Lee, Giada De Laurentiis, Nigella Lawson and Rachael Ray wear the new uniform of women who cook on television: a form-fitting sweater.” - ‘Frump-Free Cooking: The Look That Sizzles’ NYT Article, June 2007

Sandra Lee’s Brunch Tablescape
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Esquire Magazine photoshoot, July 2007. “Giada De Laurentiis Loves Tomatoes.
On average, this sexy television show chef uses two thirty-two-ounce cans of tomatoes every day. Over the
course of a year, that’s...a lot of red sauce. And we’ve got the pictures to prove it.”

Food Network’s Iron Chefs. From left, Mario Batali, Michael Symon, Masaharu Morimoto, Marc Forgione, Cat
Cora, Bobby Flay, and Jose Garces.
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In my video, How to Make the PERFECT Chocolate Chip Cookies (2017), I am the host of my own
instructional cooking show. The first few moments of the video start off as one might expect: a young woman,
with long, wavy hair, wearing a black polka-dotted, ruffled blouse, with just the right number of buttons undone, and a maroon striped apron cinching her waist, greets the camera with a genial smile. Cut to a sensuous
time-lapse clip of cookies baking in the oven to golden brown perfection. And then back to the host, who turns
to face the camera, and then out of her mouth plops a raw egg onto the counter. She proceeds to bake the chip
cookies entirely without the use of her hands – mixing ingredients with her mouth, adding ingredients with the
swipe of her cheek, and chewing and spitting a chocolate bar to make chip-size pieces. In essence, through this
task with the imposed restriction of no hands, the female host is reduced to hair, kitchen, and mouth – questioning a woman’s presumed agency within the domestic space. As artist and theorist Lindsay Kelley tells us, the
format of the cooking show “binds femininity to food, while simultaneously troubling the perceived ‘natural’
connection between women and food, producing a split consciousness of incorporation. In eating the self, one
becomes both provider and consumer, simultaneously cannibalistic and narcissistic, both homo- and autoerotic.”13 The tenor of this video continuously shifts from erotic to scatological, refined to animalistic, delicious to
repulsive.
The format of the cooking show recurs in the work of contemporary artist Ilana Harris-Babou. In her
project Cooking with the Erotic (2016), the artist features herself along with her mother using food, paint, and
other nonedible materials. Through this piece she explores the differences between an artist’s studio and a kitchen, and questions what happens when various forms of making are conflated. She begins the video by quoting
Audre Lorde’s “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power”: “There are many kinds of power, used and unused,
acknowledged and otherwise. The erotic is a resource that lies within each one of us. It comes from a very deep,
female, and spiritual play, rooted in the power that comes from unexpressed and unrecognized feeling.” Within
this piece, the messy, overflowing food and paint has a clear relationship to feminine liberation from certain
societal constraints.”14
Harris-Babou’s project also explores ideas of consumption – both literally and visually. As artists, we
constantly make things for visual consumption. My work confronts these experiences of consumption – of media, food, and even one’s own image – through the lens of visual culture. One domain where women in particular strive to present their “best self” is social media and content-sharing websites. For example, many ‘howto’ video tutorials created by women highlight the various ways in which women believe they should act and
present themselves. A large number of these videos made by women/for women have the goal of self-improvement – whether it be perfecting the “smoldering smoky eye,” sharing easy yet essential “back to school lunch
prep hacks,” or offering up advice on “running late hair fixes.” Yet, too often these digital iterations of ourselves
are so highly stylized, idealized, and fabricated that these depictions ignore and negate the entropic messiness of
real life. The videos I have created in response use absurdist logic to parody the process by which one can both
enhance the delectableness of one’s own appearance and one’s meal.
In my video piece, © 5 Minute Roller Roll-Ups © (2017), I examine the unsettling ways in which our
ideals of perfection can go haywire. By merging food and beauty tutorials, my videos highlight both the allure
and repulsion of the body and emphasize the grotesque aspects of preparation, decoration, and preservation of
one’s food and one’s self. The increasingly absurd postures that the protagonist assumes to try to complete the
same task (from standing on her head to hands behind her back), accompanied by the crescendoing operatic
aria, represents the impossibility and grotesquerie of trying to live up to societal expectations. In this piece,
humor plays an important role to help us digest uncomfortable and painful realities.
Despite promises of self-expression, self-construction, and even self-liberation, social media platforms
are overwhelmingly oppressive for feminist practices. Today, in our technologically-saturated world, many
women are looking not only to network cooking shows and online YouTube tutorials, but also “following” social media “influencers” to help them lead an aspirational life. Social media platforms hold the promise of community building and connection, and the potential to be utilized as political tools to challenge dominant ideals of
13
14

Lindsay Kelley. Bioart Kitchen: Art, Feminism and Technoscience (London: I.B. Tauris, 2016).
Cheeyeon Park. “Cooking with The Erotic: An Interview with Ilana Harris-Babou.” Columbia
Journal of Literary Criticism. October 01, 2017. http://c-j-l-c.org/portfolio/cooking-with-the-erotic-an-interviewwith-ilana-harris-babou/.
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2017
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femininity and female beauty within the visual social-media landscape. Unfortunately, what perhaps could hold
the power to facilitate such creative and social exchange between women rather seems to stress conformity and
further insist upon traditional and hegemonic gender practices. This new media content produces and reinforces
traditional ideals of beauty, as well as roles and behaviors such as ‘wife’ and ‘mother.’ These platforms create
yet another ideal to which women must aspire. In her essay “Next Bodies – With a Difference,” artist Faith
Wilding writes, “the central issue of embodied difference in relation to the virtual or “post-corporeal” media
remains of primary concern from a feminist point of view. Bodies, especially “bodies of difference” – whether
female, racialized, poor, queer, aged, or displace – are more than ever sites of contestation and exploitation.”15 I
explore the effects of internalization, comparison, and conformity as it relates to social media performance visà-vis social control through my video pieces.

Ilana Harris-Babou
Cooking with the Erotic
Video, 00:11:37
2016
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Amelia Jones, ed. The Feminism and Visual Culture Reader. 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2010), 23.
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V. Semiotics of the Kitchen and Beyond
“Social change starts at home. For women artists, home often didn’t mean who did the dishes or made
the bed or even what went on in that bed. It meant finding an art form that could be a vehicle of independence.”16 Starting in the 1970s, feminist artists have been interested in the political potential of these domestic
spaces. Rather than feeling limited and oppressed by the kitchen and dining room, these artists have turned
these rooms into spaces capable of effecting significant change and mobilizing resistance through their artistic
practices. As Lindsay Kelley describes in her book, Bioart Kitchen: Art, Feminism, and Technoscience, kitchens and dining rooms are polluted, contested zones that have to ability to complicate the meaning of domestic
labor.17 Second-wave feminist artists from the 1970s, such as Martha Rosler, Judy Chicago, and the artists of the
Womanhouse project, have dedicated their practices to questioning and critiquing prevalent philosophies that
conflate domesticity and womanly virtue, and often do so through investigating the semiotic potential of food
and dining. As the artist Linda Montana wrote in an 1981 issue of High Performance magazine, engagement
with food manifests as “political statement, as conceptual device, as life principle, as sculptural material, for
nurturance and ritual, for props and irony, as a scare tactic, in autobiography, as feminist statement, in humor,
for survival.”18
These artists were interested in ways in which food and dining could contribute to the political mobilization of women. Martha Rosler’s iconic Semiotics of the Kitchen (1975) depicts her own “lexicon of rage and
frustration” which “lays bare the woman’s confinement in the kitchen, offering limited, unsuccessful strategies
for subterfuge and resistance – as if tools construct not food but barriers and walls.”19 She directly confronts
how the symbol systems and actions that women are allowed to perform in the kitchen affect their political
mobility. Rosler and other feminist artists working at that time made one thing clear through their projects: they
were not interested in the pre-existing Home Economic philosophies, but rather they would cook and eat on
their own terms.
As Kelley writes, “the kitchen emerges as an extension of the body, an architectural means of disgorging
the private activities of women into public realms, and sites of political unrest, discord and empowerment.”20
One specific project in which the space of the kitchen was reimagined was created by the members of Womanhouse. Womanhouse was a feminist art installation and performance space that was organized in 1972 by Judy
Chicago and Miriam Schapiro. Within this space, the Nurturant Kitchen, by Susan Frazier, Vicki Hodgetts, and
Robin Weltsch, features walls covered in three-dimensional round forms that vacillate between sunny side up
eggs, breasts, and Baroque wall coverings. The décor within the room highlights the traditional role of woman as nurturer. Aprons within the space are adorned with female body parts, suggesting that women’s physical
bodies are inextricably entangled with her societal role. Judy Chicago is another seminal American feminist
artist from this era who challenged the traditional dinner table with her piece, The Dinner Party (1979). This installation of a triangular dinner table includes thirty-nine elaborate place settings, each commemorating various
famous mythical and historical women from across time. This piece is replete with intricate details and hidden
meanings, allowing it to become “an installation in which we dine of the fleshy surfaces of history, relating to
these plates as memorials leftovers and monuments but also as bodies, erasures, digested matter: those who
were eaten alive.”21
In my work, I bring a critical self-awareness to the domestic space to appropriate, reclaim, and empower
objects and symbols that have been perceived as oppressive and confining. With pieces such as Setting the Table
(2017) and Ravel (Not a Problem) (2018), I comment on the costs and implications of emotional labor, especially as they relate to the performance of femininity.
16
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Martha Rosler
Semiotics of the Kitchen
Video documentation of
performance, 00:06:09
1975

Susan Frazier, Vicki Hodgetts, Robin Weltsch
Nurturant Kitchen
Installation
1972
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Marisa Adesman
Ravel (Not a problem)
Collaboration with Anna McNeary
Durational performance
Abridged documentation, 00:04:11
https://youtu.be/rP_HCfnnFoc
2018
Ravel (Not a problem) is a performance that comments on the costs and implications of emotional
labor, especially as they relate to power dynamics
in personal relationships. The performance of emotional labor is a presumed part of intimacy, and its
intangibility makes it both precious-yet-exhausting to perform, and easy to consume. It can be
simultaneously joyful and lonely, replenishing and
draining, tender and frustrating. When viewed as
emotional transactions, relationships can become
an imbalanced give-and-take that drains personal
resources like time, energy, and sense of being seen
and valued. Boundaries become blurred and difficult to negotiate; we may be emotional laborers,
or beneficiaries at the emotional expense of others,
or both. In Ravel, through physical expressions
of labor, vulnerability, and comfort, we examine
ideas of imbalance and reciprocity, the differences
and commonalities between performing care and
performing labor, and the slipperiness that exists
between these two roles.
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Ravel is a collaborative performance piece with contemporary artist Anna McNeary. To begin, we sit a
few feet apart on the floor, naked and facing each other, each covered by separate arm-knit blankets. The blankets are bulky and unfinished, and the strands of yarn that trail from their loose ends are felted together, connecting them as one continuous strand. Their colors contrast; one blanket begins as a saturated hibiscus-dyed
purple. Its yarn gradually fades to pale raw wool, and then into the amber onion-dyed fibers of the second
blanket. One performer continues to knit their blanket as the other slowly unravels theirs, becoming increasingly more exposed as the first performer becomes more covered. When the exposed performer is completely
uncovered, she takes hold of the last strand of the blanket and the roles switch; she begins to re-knit her blanket
as the other unravels. We alternate continuously in a durational performance. With this piece, through physical
expressions of labor, vulnerability, and comfort, we examine ideas of imbalance and reciprocity, as well as the
differences and commonalities between performing care and performing labor, and the slipperiness that exists
between these two roles.
The performance of emotional labor is a presumed part of intimacy, and its intangibility makes it both
precious, yet exhausting to perform. It can be simultaneously joyful and lonely, replenishing and draining,
tender and frustrating. In Setting the Table, the process of creating the final piece – first, apply lipstick; second,
apply lip-gloss; next, kiss the fabric; then repeat… hundreds of times – left the lower half of my face bruised,
chafed, and swollen for days. However, it was important for me to stoically conceal the associated pain and allow the piece to hang gently and freely on the wall – its alternating red-and-white gingham pattern as proud and
all-American as ever.

Marisa
Adesman
Setting the
Table
Lipstick on
tablecloth
Detail below
50” x 70”
2017
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VI. TableScapes: Through the Looking Glass
In my practice, my focus has recently begun to shift from the space of the kitchen to the dining room,
as the latter is perhaps a more complicated space as it relates to gender politics. Toward the beginning of the
18th Century, a pattern emerged where upper-class Anglo-American society ladies of the house would withdraw
after dinner from the dining room to the drawing room. The gentlemen would remain in the dining room having
drinks. As a result, the dining room tended to take on a more masculine tenor.22 Today, this room continues to
be a perplexing space, one which is traditionally choreographed by women, but still dominated by men. Additionally, the dining room was historically a space that reinforced hierarchies in class and status, a space reserved
for the elite. Through my practice, I want to reclaim the dining room as a space to meld and communicate ideas
by bringing together people from different realities, times, places – to make it a place where expectations and
class structures are challenged through both physical and digital communion. The dining room should be a place
where people work together to cross boundaries, and, in a sense, return to a more tribal and pagan setting – a
place to exchange ideas and to mobilize resistance. Through the focus on this specific domestic scene, I explore
the complex relationships that link the private to the public, and the individual to the larger environment.
To reclaim the dining room, I question and disorient our preexisting understanding of this domestic
space. In this series of works, I am focusing on the view of a glass dining room table as seen from below. Many
of these images visually operate against the laws of gravity and spatial logic, using inversions and reflections to
create a slowing of recognition and a rupturing of formality. By confusing the sense of gravity, the objects on
the table seem at once weightless and unattainable; the glass table becomes a barrier, a glass ceiling if you will,
to what exists on the other side, potentially separating the viewer from sustenance and the world above.
An important artistic precedent for me in this work is the experimental Ukrainian-born American filmmaker Maya Deren who worked in the 1940s and 1950s. Although she was working before the aforementioned
feminist performance artists of the 1970s, Deren goes beyond the representation of the domestic space – reconfiguring these spaces through drastic disorientation and surrealism. In the words of art historian Shelley Rice,
Deren’s works “are hardly trapped within the cul-de-sac of feminine masquerade, or obsessed with the limitations of the male gaze. These works… are attempts to describe the relationship between our microcosmic lives
and our macrocosmic world – between our personal odysseys and the cultural, spiritual, or natural landscapes
within which they are enacted.”23
In Deren’s film At Land (1944), which she described as an inverted odyssey, the narrative refers both
to Homer’s Odyssey and Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass. In this dream-like film, a woman emerges from the ocean and begins to infiltrate various social situations, from dinner parties to beach chess games,
encountering other people and versions of herself. For Deren, the central metaphor in this film is the game of
chess, which signifies forms of difference that are choreographed by rules that are socially agreed upon (color,
location, mobility, gender) rather than by inner psychological realities.24 Through camera tricks and editing, the
protagonist’s body (Deren herself) becomes fragmented, as the two spaces inhabited by her body (a banquet table and the beach) become unified into one single space. Throughout the narrative, the protagonist searches for
autonomy, all the while remaining highly mobile but largely unseen and unnoticed by the other characters. She
ultimately “liberates” two chess pieces from men and women’s games, which indicates her rejection of the rules
defining individuals according to status, movement, color, and gender. Like many of Deren’s works, this piece
resists oppositional categories including mobile/immobile and female/male.25
I work to create visual narratives that disrupt restrictive ideas of gender, social identity, and femininity,
and I strive for a slippage between the social categories that threaten to limit women. Through the repetition of
the natural world and forests, and the intermingling of eels throughout my videos and paintings, I emphasize
Witold Rybczynski. Home: A Short History of an Idea (New York: Penguin Group, 1986).
Rice, Shelley, ed. Inverted Odysseys: Claude Cahun, Maya Deren, Cindy Sherman (Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1999), 1.
24
Bill Nichols, ed. Maya Deren and the American Avant-Garde (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2001), 248.
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Rice, Shelley, ed. Inverted Odysseys: Claude Cahun, Maya Deren, Cindy Sherman (Cambridge:
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this organic fluidity between all people and realities. One way in which I both redefine the symbolic potential of
the dining room and challenge established social boundaries is through a reimagining of the age-old Bluebeard
myth.

Maya Deren. At Land. Video still. 1944

Marisa Adesman. Video still. 2017
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VII. Bluebeard in the Dining Room
Curiosity can lead one down many paths that can be both fearful and enlightening. On the one hand,
curiosity did kill the cat, and as such, the thought of peril and potentially destructive effects of seeking out
knowledge can hinder many on their paths. However, as Thomas Hobbes once said, “Curiosity is the lust of the
mind.” Many others recognize the pleasures of taking risks and the necessary value in exploring and charting
the unknown. This innate desire for knowledge has been portrayed in tales as old as time, most notably with the
stories of Adam and Eve and the Greek myth of Prometheus’ theft of fire from the gods. These stories have ingrained within us strong links between curiosity, knowledge, sexuality, evil, and morality. Over time, they have
become powerful cultural compasses that help us navigate reality, define values, and determine the significance
of intellectual inquiry. Yet it is important to recognize that these ubiquitous tales are also incredibly symptomatic of societal gender asymmetries as they have established problematic relationships between women and
knowledge, and have cemented strong connections between femininity, sin, and evil. [] The story of Bluebeard
is unique in that it establishes Bluebeard’s wife as one of the few female characters across myth and lore, whose
quest for forbidden knowledge allows her to reveal an important truth, and in the end, rescues herself, becoming
something of a heroine.26
Bluebeard tells the grim tale of a murderous wealthy man who has killed each of his wives, and his
young new bride who attempts to avoid the same fate of her predecessors. The most famous version of this story
was written by Charles Perrault and published in Paris in 1697. This story has been retold and adapted countless times over the years and across many cultures. Through the years, many new myths have developed which
focus on male identity and the quest for knowledge and experience, but Bluebeard’s wife remains one of the few
female characters that proves to be an exception. Especially in oral traditions, this story commonly ends with
the woman rescuing herself and his former wives from the villain, and in other iterations, the women are even
aided by wild animals.
In her book Women who Run With the Wolves, Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estés examines the essential development of knowing in order to be fully alive. She writes that the development of a relationship with her wildish
nature is an essential part of a woman’s individuation. To do this, women must go into the dark, uncover the
secrets, but not become irreparably trapped, captured, killed on her way there or back. This myth is a story of
wonder and curiosity, in which the female protagonist travels into the dark to find the light.27
Inspired by the powerful feminist message within this story, I created my own version of the Bluebeard myth which takes place in a modern day domestic dining room. My protagonist is largely based on artist
Frances Starks’ writings and musing on the inner turmoil that a housewife suffers. In her essay entitled, “The
Architect & The Housewife,” Stark ruminates on what it must feel like to be a housewife, and draws similarities between the psyche of the housewife and an artist. “I am sparing you the details of my toil which aspires to
productivity, suffice it to say it is not hard to experience, on a regular basis, the loneliness, the anxiety, the constant urge to redecorate I imagined a housewife might feel.”28 She writes about the interior of a home, to which
a housewife has historically been expected to attend. The housewife is traditionally meant to provide her partner with a restorative and pleasant atmosphere so that he can continue his hard work in the public sector. The
housewife in my story gracefully maintains the home for her husband, until one day, she seizes the opportunity
to learn more and uncover her husband’s dark secrets.
At the end of my story, the female characters must camouflage themselves with items in the household
to hide from the villain, and to ultimately break free. This hybridization of woman and house harkens back to
the Femme Maison drawings by Louise Bourgeois from 1946-1947. According to Lindsay Kelley, “Bourgeois
explains that the woman’s assimilation into the house is unconscious: ‘She does not know that she is half naked, and she does not know that she is hiding… vulnerable body pulses within the walls of the family home,
at once concealing and revealing a symbiotic relationship where women and house are both compounded and
26
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Maria Tatar. Secrets beyond the Door: The Story of Bluebeard and His Wives (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2004).
Clarissa Pinkola Estés. Women Who Run with the Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman
Archetype (New York: Ballantine Books, 1992).
Frances Stark. The Architect & The Housewife (London: Book Works, 1999), 8.
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antagonistic to one another.’”29 These drawings are often read as representations of the abolition of identity for
a woman within the home and family. Whereas Bourgeois’s works represent an unwilling engulfment, extending to represent a woman’s position in the larger house (where she is similarly confined and swallowed whole),
the female characters within my story cleverly disguise as house/wife hybrids in order to reverse the roles and
finally reclaim control.

Louis Bourgeois. Femme Maison. Oil and ink on linen. 1946-1947
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Lindsay Kelley. Bioart Kitchen: Art, Feminism and Technoscience (London: I.B. Tauris, 2016), 60.
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Dimensions variable
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VIII. Conclusion
The hortus conclusus, or fourfold enclosed garden of antiquity, both symbolizes paradise and, in Christian terms, Mary’s inviolable virginity. It has been the inspiration for countless actual gardens and illustrations
throughout history. This garden is both an allegory for innocence and creation. It is a representation of a woman’s “closed off” womb, which was to remain untouched, and also of a wall that protects purity from sin. My
work imagines various outcomes and consequences of a rupture to this enclosure through a woman’s development of a relationship with her wildish nature – she eschews tradition and societal expectations for knowledge,
experience, and, ultimately, freedom. I am interested in unmasking pernicious factors within our society that are
oppressive to women by exploring the lines that exist between the natural and artificial, feral and domestic, and
desire and fear.
I am interested in the ways the grotesque body conflicts with our visual glossary for beauty and health,
as promulgated through pop culture and commercial media. The work confronts experiences of consumption –
of media, food, and one’s image – by questioning societal constructions of femininity. My work examines the
impact of femininity and modern culture in order to open up a conversation on gender politics with a strong
emphasis on awakening the female selfhood.

Fra Angelico
The Annunciation
Fresco
1437-1446
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Untitled (After William Holgarth)
Intaglio print on archival paper
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